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About This Game

Battle of Westerplatte was unique in many ways, and this game will try to reflect on that. Players can expect that they will be
outnumbered, outgunned, but not out of tactics. Also, expect enemies with brains, they will react to your strategies and apply

counter strategies to break down your defences. All you have is a handful of soldiers to stand in their way.
Warfront Defenders as a series of games will attempt to take inspiration from the historical battles of WW2 and turn them into

tactical games playable on small dioramas. This game is made in collaboration with the Museum of Westerplatte to derive
inspiration from the actual event and design the level based on the actual maps from the period. Though this is not a

chronological account of the battle, the gameplay and the tactics are heavily inspired by the proceedings of the historical battle
and its challenges are designed to remember the defenders of Westerplatte.

Feature List:

 Destructible environments

 Position your soldiers anywhere, use cover tactics, some of the areas are more exposed than the others

 Equip/Add health and Upgrade/Downgrade your soldiers during battle

 Build fortifications, lay mines to slow down or kill enemies

 Reactive enemy AI, changes strategies based upon your movement
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 Overwhelming bosses like Battleship Schleswig-Holstein, Stuka dive bombers, snipers
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Title: Warfront Defenders: Westerplatte
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Flying Robot Studios
Publisher:
New Reality Games
Release Date: 7 Aug, 2017
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Grand game!

 If you want a version that can be made to run better I think the GOG version is more appropriate: 
http://www.gog.com/game/patrician_3

They fix every compatibility issue that may arise and thanks to GOG Galaxy the same services as Steam are offered, as good as
it gets for old games. Technical support works better.

Additionally a similar and really good game - Port Royale, the first one is also on GOG:
http://www.gog.com/game/port_royale. MY NECK HURTS.

OH GOD THIS CAMERA. *sees a sale*
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"It's only a few cents.". GETS YOUR BLOOD PUMPING!

Great game! Runs flawlessly! Loving the new content and hope they keep bringing more and more!. I guess I'm spoiled with the
newer games, but this seemed lame.. I picked this game up a while back and finally got some free time to sit down and give it a
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play.
It's honestly a lot of fun packed into the simplest form. I used to love the little arcade clicker-shooting games and the fact that I
get to experience it again for such a low price really made my day. <3. I really enjoyed this DLC... especially with the new
addition of the TREASURE RADAR. Made finding all the treasure (EXCEPT GOLD COINS) a lot easier. I still wish there
were a tool to help find the coins... has to be most difficult and annoying part of the game. But the game itself is beautiful and
surprisingly fun. I bought this DLC on sale and it was appropriately priced for under $3. The two new levels were beautiful - but
don't offer too much more in the way of actual missions. All in all this is a different and creative game. A nice break from the
rest of the FPS genre.
. Personally I have never been able to get this game to work on any computer I own. There is no real support and if you check
the steam forums you'll see that several people have gotten nowhere trying to contact any company.

Wish I had my $10 back.. I already had the physical version but honestly this is a great adaptation to it.. The Race 07 expansion,
that makes you wish you were playing GTR\u00b2, all day... ery day....
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This game was a real disappointment to me. The things I tend to value in a game are storytelling, immersion, and innovation.
1979 seemed like a good candidate to provide all of these elements, and the game was very well hyped throughout the lead-up to
its release by press and critics. The topic seemed rich. I want more games that thematically confront a wider range of
experiences, that engage difficult and complex human topics, and that push the genre of a "game" forward. 1979 did none of
this.

While the game did provide a wealth of information to the player, it failed to leverage the mechanics of the medium to expand
it beyond what you would be better served acquiring through Wikipedia or web searches.

There are few mechanics to playing 1979. one is making decisions, which seem to have little to no bearing on the plot, and
which are not framed in a manner that induces tension like the better Telltale Games of this ilk. In addition the countdown timer
during which time the player must make a choice is too quick. As a result there is little time in which to weigh choices. Instead
of this element adding tension, or forcing a "gut reaction", it strips the decisions of all emotional weight.

Another aspect of the game involves collecting photos and items which the game labels collectively as "stories". There is no
challenge to this collection aspect. As a result the mechanic is delivered as something of a cross between a chore and an
afterthought, tacked on to make this seem like a game rather than to develop it as one.

Lastly, there are a few button-pressing sequences that are so infrequent they are almost surprising when they occur, and
certainly of no interest.

Others have touched on the brevity of the game and it's disappointing and unresolved ending. And while both of these are true, I
could forgive them if the rest of the experience wasn't so fundamentally flawed.

There was tremendous potential here. A rich subject, a worthy conversation to be had, that does not deliver in really any way. It
could have been salvaged by good writing or mechanics, but neither exists here. I do not recommend this at all.. it isnt working.
It looked like it should be fun, but wasn't. I hate to run down anyone's creative output, but this game just doesn't offer anything
except a version of Risk that doesnt work as well as Risk does. It is simplistic like Risk (simplistic=too simple), then adds the
concept of seasons and some other things, but the add-ons increase the tedious work of playing. Never enough boats to transport
the troops, or else never enough troops for the huge amount of boats. Nothing happens unless it's Spring. There is no real
strategy, just build massive piles of armies and easily (but in a protracted and tedious fashion) conquer the map. Meanwhile the
computer AI will do silly things: playing as the USA, Japan kept invading South America while ignoring China\/Manchuria.
Really? Japan wants Honduras so badly that they keep taking it over while I gobble up their backyard in Asia? I hate to be so
negative, but this is barely an actual game. Compounding the problem is a huge quantity of territories, any one of which or small
collection of which don't really matter. No territory is very important strategically. If you know Risk, you'll recall how you can
block connections between continents and fortify them. In this game, you just build lots of ships and take over any random place
on the board...and the computer does the same.

The graphics are attractive, and perhaps the game is simply someone else's cup of tea, but I would avoid.. Holy crap, what a ride.
This game got it all right.
Starts out easy and fun, gets a little more challenging and scares you at the end with a big mean boss.
No jumpscares! Just atmosphere. Love it.. Wife and I played through the first room. Was enjoyable. Would like to play more
rooms!

As other reviews mention, dropping things due to collisions, things that may disappear. It can be avoided if you play carefully,
but its something that should be fixed in the future. It is by the way the exact same problems we had with the other escape room
game called Abode (also a cool game).

Besides mentioned bugs, all I am left with is a feeling of wanting more, which is a good thing.

At 0.99\u20ac its worth it even for the one room.. freaking love the last battle, 9\/10 the game is awesome and cheap.. Cute
Outfit , 10\/10. Wonderful game! Great sound track. Just a overall amazing game! I love the the idea of the game! It is
wonderful. There is a few bugs here and there but still a wonderful game!. this game is absolutely amazing, i cant wait to see
how it progresses, ive only played about half an hour of it, but just through that, i know for a fact that it is going to be my
favourite game in a long time. the idea of the game is very cool, and i really like the storyline, so far it seems very captivating.
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this game is worth every penny in my opinon
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